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Pandemic Poll; Musk and Twitter; a Champ Like No Other
By Carl M. Cannon on May 05, 2020 09:35 am

Good morning, it's Tuesday, May 5, 2020. Today is Cinco de Mayo, one of the holidays I cherish
most, albeit an unlikely cause for celebration in the United States. For one thing, it honors an
obscure battle between two other countries (Mexico and France). Also, the Mexican victory at
Puebla was short-lived: The French captured the city a year later.

So how did it become a day of celebration here? Well, it started among the Mexican American
diaspora in North America during the Civil War -- our civil war, not Mexico's -- and was entwined
with the great struggle to end slavery.

Feelings were especially passionate on the West Coast where the news from Puebla in 1862 set
off fireworks and partying. The victory was hailed from the haciendas of moneyed Hispanic elites
in Los Angeles to the Mexican American sections of mining camps in California's Gold Rush
country. Latino politicians -- who 12 years earlier had changed their citizenship without changing
their addresses when California joined the Union -- hosted impromptu fiestas where they
delivered fiery patriotic speeches, some of them in Spanish.

The Golden State was at the heart of it. California was admitted to the Union in 1850 as a free
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state after an intense political struggle centered in Washington, D.C. This fight continued in
California even after statehood was bestowed, essentially pitting pro-slavery whites from the
South against an alliance of abolitionist-leaning whites from the East who'd come to Northern
California in search of gold and the indigenous Latinos who loathed slavery. As I've written before,
the Battle of Puebla became a stand-in for the Battle of Bull Run -- except that in Mexico the
forces of liberty had prevailed. Viewed this way, the riddle of why Latinos in the U.S. celebrate a
day in Mexican history that isn't much celebrated south of the border is no mystery at all. They
were celebrating freedom.

In addition, Cinco de Mayo is a stark refutation to the incongruous concept of "cultural
appropriation," which is perhaps the looniest idea ever to emerge from the college campuses of
this country. If human history shows anything it's that the melding of ideas, customs, cuisine,
music, clothes, technology – and, yes, genes -- between different groups of people is how
societies are created. Culture is appropriation, although a more neutral word is "sharing."

May 5 is also a cherished date in American history, at least for me, because Mark McKinnon was
born on this day. Regular readers of this note won't be surprised by my affection and respect for
this dude.  He's got all the qualities you'd want in a friend and, for me, one that is increasingly
rare: a stubborn streak of bipartisanship. Not only did he help found No Labels, but while
operating as an Austin political consultant, he worked for two illustrious Texas governors,
Democrat Ann Richards and Republican George W. Bush. McKinnon still speaks highly of them
both. Last weekend, "M-Cat," as Dubya called him, tweeted out Bush's poignant public service
announcement about the pandemic, with a succinct intro: "This is how you do it."

Happy Birthday, Mark.

Today is also an anniversary of my own. It was on this date in 1973 that I fell in love with
thoroughbred racing. I'll have more on the horse race that hooked me in a moment. First, I'd point
you to RealClearPolitics' front page, which presents our poll averages, videos, breaking news
stories, and aggregated opinion pieces spanning the political spectrum. We also offer original
material from our own reporters and contributors, including the following:

*  *  *

RCP Poll: Viewing the Election Through a Pandemic Prism. I explore the findings of a new
RealClear Opinion Research survey.

White House to Bar Fauci, Task Force From Testifying in May. Officials say the pandemic
team needs to focus on the virus, not Congress, Philip Wegmann reports.

Elon Musk and Twitter: A Censorship Double Standard? Kalev Leetaru spotlights the social
media company's ban of certain COVID-19-related commentary, which apparently doesn't apply
to the tech entrepreneur.

Happy 40th Birthday, Department of Education. Les Francis and Patricia McGinnis look back
on the federal agency's emergence.

Latinos' Critical Role in Rebooting the Economy. Hispanics' low levels of higher education
make them vulnerable in the pandemic, but their entrepreneurial skills will serve the whole
country, Luis Farias writes.

Whose Side Is Our Government On? In RealClearPolicy, Paul Michel warns that
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China is massively investing in 5G and other 21st century foundational technologies while the U.S.
is not.

Treasury Should Push Tax Filing Deadline Past July 15. In RealClearMarkets, Andrew Wilford
asserts that the coronavirus' impact on businesses necessitates the move.

NYC Aims to Disinvest From Industries Supporting COVID-19 Response. In
RealClearEnergy, Jeff Eshelman argues that the proposal is, at the very least, tone-deaf.

The "Heretics" Saving Jews From COVID-19. In RealClearReligion, Joe Kolman explains that
members of the Haredi sect are not taught about cells and molecules or anything looked at
through a microscope

Why Plague Still Exists in the United States. RealClearScience editor Ross Pomeroy traces
the rare disease to flea-carrying wild rodents in the western U.S.

*  *  *

So whom shall I blame for my horse racing passion? My father loves the track, so probably I was
predisposed. But the deal was sealed on May 5, 1973 in the storied shrine known as Churchill
Downs where several figures had a hand in that historic Run for the Roses.

We start with Penny Chenery who won the rights to a horse in a coin flip. I kid you not. Actually,
Mrs. Chenery lost the coin toss to famed Kentucky horseman Ogden Phipps, so she had to wait a
year for a foal from sire Bold Ruler. The horse Phipps ended up with was a filly who never won a
race. Mrs. Chenery's consolation prize was a colt that her stable named Secretariat.

Another player in this drama was a French-Canadian jockey turned Hall of Fame trainer. Once
again, the Phipps operation figured in the story. Mrs. Chenery's Meadow Stable in Virginia had a
young trainer named Roger Laurin in the summer of 1971. But Roger was hired away by the
Phipps family. Before he left, Chenery asked him, "Who will train my horses?"

"My dad will help you out," he replied. Roger's father was Lucien Laurin, forever to be known as
Secretariat's trainer.

Let's not forget Secretariat's rider. He was also from Canada, an accomplished 31-year-old jockey
who had won the 1972 Kentucky Derby and Belmont Stakes aboard the great Riva Ridge. This
was the team: Penny Chenery, Lucien Laurin, Ronnie Turcotte, and Secretariat -- "Big Red" -- that
in 1973 set the stakes record in the May 5, Kentucky Derby, another record in the May 19
Preakness Stakes, and then shattered the record in the June 9 Belmont while capturing the Triple
Crown.

This last race, with its iconic line from race caller Chic Anderson ("Secretariat is widening now. He
is moving like a tremendous machine!") still gives me chills. I'd never seen anything like it. And I
was young enough -- still a teenager -- not to know that I never would again.

The coronavirus pandemic has locked down much of the world, including the 2020 Kentucky
Derby, which would have been run this past Saturday. The Arkansas Derby was held -- before an
empty grandstand at Oaklawn -- but Louisville was bereft of racing altogether.

For those of us saddened by the postponement of this year's Kentucky Derby, Churchill Downs
and NBC collaborated on a delightfully off-beat endeavor: They put all the Triple Crown winners in
history in an animated and simulated race and ran them around the Churchill Downs' oval at the
prescribed mile-and-a-quarter Derby distance. So which horse won? Do you really have to ask?
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